
ESSAYS FOR TRANSFER COLLEGE STUDENTS

There are as many reasons to transfer colleges as there are transfer students. But regardless of why someone wants to
move to a new.

If you are one of those students transferring colleges , application essays offer an invaluable opportunity for
you to present yourself to admissions officersâ€”and they are the one piece of your application over which you
have total control. Remember that there is a reason why you want to transfer, and if you are passionate about
it, it will shine through in your writing. David knows exactly what he wants to study, and he has a clear
understanding of what both Penn and Amherst have to offer him. Notice also how Example 2 above could
serve as the opening paragraph, as it also establishes a couple core values creativity, excellence,
entrepreneurship, practicality. As far as admissions standards go, this is a lateral moveâ€”both schools are
extremely selective. Nevertheless, I loved every minute of my time in Israel. Discuss what you were not able
to experience at your current school and how this will change at a new school. Typos and spelling or
grammatical errors are a sign of carelessness. A campus in the city instead of the middle of the woods, or vice
versa? The maximum length is words. The Personality Partly because of the tone discussed above, David
comes across as a pleasant person, someone who the admissions folks are likely to want to have as part of their
campus community. It's also easy to come across as a whiner or an ungenerous and angry person who doesn't
have the inner resources to make the most of one's circumstances. By showing that you tried your best to enjoy
the school, you demonstrate your open mindedness and a positive attitude, something that colleges and
universities want students to bring to their own campuses. While colleges still want diverse students, they also
want transfer students who have found and explored academic passions, been active on and off campus, and
met transfer admissions requirements. But before you hit submit, a final word of warning: some schools
require transfer applicants to submit supplemental essays remember those? Could it be that I was doing more
than just earning money hint: learned organizational skills, or discipline, or collaboration , more than just
quitting school hint: learned to put your health first , more than just binge-watching Netflix hint: learned how
much you value productivity by being totally unproductive for three weeks straight. Decide exactly what
qualities you want to stress then make sure your essay is structured to highlight these traits. What did you do
about it? He does have a lot more space left to elaborate, but in this case the letter gets the job done well with
few words. Clearly, your current school was not right for you. Make a connection between a class or professor
that one could only find at Yale and then explain why that class or professor will help you achieve your goal.
But whether your expectations were met or not, you MUST give specifics to support your points. And so on. I
want to see why the student believes he or she and Sacred Heart are a good match. Your interest in transferring
to one school should be directly related to your reason for leaving your current school: What gaps or unmet
needs will your prospective institution address? Each student has different needs. Transfer essays are all about
one simple topic: why you want to transfer. The dig was sweaty, dusty, back-breaking work. Write what you
think admission officials want to hear. Maybe you want to illustrate your sense of humor, your expertise in an
additional area not highlighted on your resume or activity sheet, an unusual hobby you have, a difficult family
situation, or a remarkable emotional or intellectual discovery you made. Read more by. Our focus should be
on the overall goal â€” graduation â€” not on freshmen who take just one of the many possible paths to get
there.


